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               The Bohemian 
     Discovering 
                                                              

                         The Golden Greeks 
 

The ancient Greeks from the time of Homer to Alexander the 

Great polarized the evolution of mankind.  Culture, Art and 

Knowledge were stabilized; a firm foundation.   
 

Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, immortal pillars, shine for the    

human race.  Our gratitude should be eternal. 

                                Truth Seeking 
              The ultimate focus   

                    to know such & such 

                and also not much— 

                    but still you keep the focus. 

“Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything 

that can be counted counts.” 

 

                                         —Einstein 

  Spaceship Earth 

 
         Giving birth 

     everyday . . . 

  solid hearth 

  Spaceship Earth 

                           so much worth 

  revolving in . . . 

     this universal system  

                 Delving Inside Thine Mind 
 

Why is it you search?   What do you expect to find?  Do you  

ignore the truth you see and seek? 
 

From within is all that becomes without.  The inward “I” or “me” 

is the outward “you”—too!  So look inside.  Know the soul you 

possess.  Don’t be timid and apprehensive or too cautious and 

insecure.  The answers are inherently drawn forth through  

instincts and intuition.  Still your mind and just listen.  You have 

it—you know it’s true.  The wisdom and virtue is waiting to be 

discovered.  Give it time. Give it your attention. 

                    The Evolutionary Elements 
  In time and space 

      the continuum place 

      fast paced 

  minds in a slow race. 
 

  One earth; one moon 

      an infinite sky 

           & stars beyond . . . 
 

  Peopled horizons, learning lessons 

       with an evolving growth, 

  situations integrate; circumstances relate 
 

  The lifetime of the universe 

       an unending creation 

  a paradox of natural selection & 

       evolutionary production 
 

  Lifetimes lived amongst the elements! 

        We live in a Finite Universe without limits 

 
But we choose to erect self-imposed boundaries.  From the 

raw innocence of birth and childhood, through adulthood and  

finally death, we choose, unlimited by environmental limitations.  

                

          

                      A brief word from the Author: 
 

“The greatest discoveries you will ever find are contained 

within the experience of yourself.  Open the closed doors and 

windows of your mind and let the bright and sunny fresh air 

of thought guide you toward all you are.  Look at the  

possibilities of discovery . . .” 

                            Einstein’s Time Equation 

 

  Time is eternal 

     the present remains 

  The past clanks with heavy chains 

   the future days 

      a dream away 

  But—just now— 

   you can be 

       time is eternal—you see! 

                  


